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Mental Maths

Convert these to percentages 
and fractions

• 0.15

• 0.28

• 0.45

• 0.6

• 0.03

Convert these to fractions and 
decimals

• 75%

• 33%

• 12%

• 40%

• 55%



Maths

Ordering Fractions, Percentages and Decimals



Home Learners

• Watch and work through the White Rose Video, (the next 7 slides are 

stills from the video for us to work through in class)

• https://vimeo.com/497582311

• Then have a go at the task (slide 13) 

https://vimeo.com/497582311
















Activity: Put these numbers into lowest to highest 
order.

1) 0.22 1/10 0.34 2/3 0.903

2) 1/10 0.507 0.320 7/9 0.12

3) 1/2 45% 0.9 4/10 0.3

4) 0.67 61% 6/10 0.067 0.601

5) 1.45 142% 3/2 107% 1.024

6) 1.92 7/3 193% 1.899 5/2

Challenge 1: 0.003 3/100 0.03% 3/10 0.303%

Challenge 2: 7/4 74% 7.4 4/7 70.4



Answers (Lowest to Highest)

1) 1/10 0.22 0.34 2/3 0.903

2) 1/10 0.12 0.320 0.507 7/9

3) 0.3 4/10 45% 1/2 0.9

4) 0.067 6/10 0.601 61% 0.67

5) 1.024 107% 142% 1.45 3/2

6) 1.899 1.92 193% 7/3 5/2

Challenge 1: 0.03% 0.303% 0.003 3/100 3/10

Challenge 2: 4/7 74% 7/4 7.4 70.4



English

Features of a newspaper report



Home Learners
Listen to Chapter 13 
Percy Jackson, up 
to the words ‘…leading 
to his capture.’



Bullet Points
Greek Myths & Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief

Why and where do we use bullet points?

How are they punctuated?



Bullet Points are a way of presenting information 
quickly and clearly.

The most important rules for punctuating them are:

• consistency

• consistency

• consistency



There are no strict rules 
but there are some common conventions.

There are three forms of news 

media:

• print media

• broadcast media

• the Internet

The introductory text 
should end in a colon.

Each new item starts on 
a new line following a 

bullet point.

If the list items are not 
full sentences, do not 
punctuate them with 
capital letters or full 

stops.



There are no strict rules 
but there are some common conventions.

Facts about print media:

• This is the oldest type of news 

media.

• It includes newspapers and 

magazines.

• The texts are printed and read on 

paper.

capital letters and full 
stops.

Or possibly semi-colons and full 
stops.

Facts about print media:

• This is the oldest type of news 

media;

• It includes newspapers and 

magazines;

• The texts are printed and read on 

paper.

If your list contains full 
sentences use sentence 

punctuation:



There are no strict rules 
but there are some common conventions.

Broadcast media is a form of news media:

• This includes radio and television;

• It combines audio and/or visual 

information;

• it is used more by older generations

Being consistent is the 
most important thing to 

remember when 
punctuating bullet 

points.

Can you suggest 
how to improve 

this list?
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Bullet points can be used to organise and emphasise.

The Internet can provide many forms of news 
media:
• online newspapers
• blogs
• podcasts
It is the least regulated form of news media:
• It can be written by anyone.
• Some sites are not moderated.
• It can be difficult to know what to trust.
News media can fit in more than one category:
• Radio can be listened to online.
• Newspapers often have Internet versions.

• Television news can report on tweets and 

emails.

Overuse can make a text confusing to read.

The Internet can provide many forms of 
news media–online newspapers, blogs and 
podcasts.

It is the least regulated form of news media:
• It can be written by anyone.
• Some sites are not moderated.
• It can be difficult to know what to trust.

News media can fit in more than one category. 
(Radio can be listened to online. Newspapers 
often have Internet versions. Television news 
can report on tweets and emails.)

There is a lot of 
information here with no 

cues as to what is the 
most important.

This is the same 
information but 

organised to be easier 
to read.



What three categories can it be loosely organised into?

News Media

Categories
:
• print
• broadca

st
• internet

What features might you expect to find in print news media (newspaper 
article)?

Could you make a bullet 
point list of features?



Independent task

• Read the text on the next page and highlight the features of a 

newspaper report.



BOY AND MOTHER STILL MISSING AFTER 
FREAK CAR ACCIDENT

by Eileen Smythe

(25th May 2006, New York Daily News)

Sally Jackson and only son Percy are 
still missing one week after their 
mysterious disappearance. 

The family’s badly burned ‘78 Camaro was 
discovered last Saturday on a north Long Island 
road with the roof ripped off and the front axle 
broken. The car had flipped and skidded for 
several hundred metres before exploding. 

Mother and son had gone for a weekend vacation 
to Montauk but left hastily, under mysterious 
circumstances. Small traces of blood were found 
in the car and near the scene of the wreck, but 

there were no other signs of the missing 
Jacksons. Residents in the rural area reported 
seeing nothing unusual around the time of the 
accident.

Ms Jackson's husband Gabe Ugliano claims that 
his stepson, Percy Jackson, is a troubled child 
who had been kicked out of numerous boarding 
schools. He has expressed violent tendencies in 
the past.

A police spokesperson explained, “We can 
neither confirm nor deny whether Percy is a 
suspect in his mother’s disappearance, but we 
have not ruled out foul play.”

Below are recent pictures of Sally Jackson and 
Percy. Police urge anyone with information to call 
the following toll-free Crime Stoppers hotline 
0088-0454-566.



History

Ancient Greek Timelines



Ancient Greece – live lesson
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The 4 main eras of Ancient Greek pottery

Dark Ages Part 1  (1000BCE)
For more information search: “Minoan Crete pottery” 
and “Mycenaean mainland civilisations pottery”. Can 
you see the simple shapes?

The Classical Period (500-300 BCE) –
For more information, search: “red-figure technique 
Greek pottery”.
Remember the black and red!

The Archaic Period (800-500BCE) –
For more information, search: “Proto- Corinthian 
pottery”.
Remember the black and brown!

Dark Ages Part 2  (1000-800 BCE)
For more information, search: “Maeander design”.  
Can you see the bold linear lines?

UKS2: Topic: Ancient Greece Block A Timeline Session 2

© Original resource copyright Hamilton Trust, who give permission for it to be adapted as wished by individual users.
We refer you to our warning, at the foot of the block overview, about links to other websites.



Dark Ages Part 1  (1000BCE)
For more information search: “Minoan Crete” and 
“Mycenaean mainland civilisations”.
Can you see the simple shapes?



Dark Ages Part 2  (1000-800 BCE)
For more information, search: “Maeander design”.  
Can you see the bold linear lines?



The Archaic Period (800-500BCE) –
For more information, search: “Proto- Corinthian 
pottery”.
Remember the black and brown!



The Classical Period (500-300 BCE) –
For more information, search: “red-figure technique 
Greek pottery”.
Remember the black and red!



Independent task 

• Can you order all the events on the next slide into an ancient Greek 

Timeline?



Order Ancient Greek Events on a Timeline

500 BC
Democracy used in Athens

334 - 323 BC
Conquests of Alexander the Great 

447 – 438 BC
Parthenon is built

800 BC 
Greeks sail to set up colonies

1200 BC 
Trojan wars

146 BC 
Greece part of Roman Empire

3000 BC 
Minoan civilisation begins on Crete

490 – 480 BC 
Persian wars – Greeks win

700 BC 
Illiad and Odyssey written by Homer

600 BC 
First Greek coins are used

776 BC 
First Olympic games

1100 BC 
End of Mycenaean age

750 BC
First Greek alphabet created




